Joint Press Release

KEPCO – GE sign an MOU to cooperate to lead digital solutions for HVDC
March 13, 2017 Seoul – Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO) and GE announced today that they have
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signed an MOU to establish infrastructure for High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) in Bitgaram Energy Valley in
Naju city. Representatives from KEPCO, Hwan Eik Cho, CEO, Bong Soo Moon EVP & Chief Power Grid Officer,
joined the signing ceremony together with Jeff Immelt Chairman & CEO, GE and Chris Khang CEO, GE Korea.
The global market for HVDC, now valued at around US$6B, is set to reach approximately US$15B by 2026.
Today, both companies have agreed to cooperate on localizing the newer HVDC technology. Bitgaram Energy
Valley will be leveraged further as the HVDC test bed with investments in digital grid applications and big data
analysis. To support this initiative GE will open an office in Naju by the end of this month.
This GE Energy Connections’ HVDC technology is the ideal solution for connecting renewables, off shore wind
and the smaller footprint makes it suitable for infeed to urban areas. An HVDC system interconnects two
Alternative Current (AC) networks by converting AC to DC at one end for transmission and at the other, DC to
AC before it goes to homes and factories. As the power demand continues to increase along with the need to
integrate more renewables into the energy mix, DC transmission system has proven to be the most
economical solution, given that it has lower electrical losses and less radio interference, compared to AC
voltage system.
Hwan Eik Cho, CEO of KEPCO, said “We are pleased to establish this HVDC infrastructure at Bitgaram Energy
Valley through joint investment with GE,” adding, “This investment will contribute to the development of
Korea’s HVDC technology, while the Energy Valley leaps to become a global hub for new energy businesses.
GE’s continued investment in Korea will support the growth of local companies in the future.”
Chris Khang, President & CEO of GE Korea, said "The digitalization of electrical power industry will provide new
business models for the introduction of HVDC, renewable energy, and Energy Storage System (ESS) to the
market," adding, “GE will continue to seek opportunities to grow with our Korean partners through
technological cooperation in the energy and power space.”
Beginning with this MOU, KEPCO is expecting to attract Korean and global companies in the HVDC industry,
create jobs and revitalize the Energy Valley. This will also provide Korea with the opportunity to grow as center
of the global HVDC industry.
About GE Energy Connections
GE Energy Connections designs and deploys industry-leading technologies that turn the world on. We
transport, convert, automate and optimize energy to ensure we provide safe, efficient and reliable electrical
power. Uniting all the resources and scale of the world’s first digital industrial company, we connect brilliant
machines, grids, and systems to power utility, oil & gas, marine, mining and renewables customers, that keep
our world running. Grid Solutions, a GE and Alstom joint venture, is part of GE Energy Connections.
www.GEEnergyConnections.com, www.GEGridSolutions.com
About KEPCO
Over the last 114 years, KEPCO has created ‘history of light’ by serving as the reliable supplier of top-quality
electric power. KEPCO is now continuing its legacy of the past to build a brighter future with Green & Smart
R&D and spirits to stretch itself beyond Korea to global markets.
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Bitgaram Energy Valley is the Global + Local Energy Cluster of KEPCO located in Naju, 170 miles south of Seoul

